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My name is Pragnesh Panchal, and I am the Principal Solutions Architect at Equinix. I’m going to walk
you through the step-by-step process of creating Oracle FastConnect to our new capability of virtual
device at Equinix.

So, first login into the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure portal, and go to Menu, Networking, and FastConnect.
I’ll say Create Connection, and I will connect through a Provider, and select Equinix Cloud Exchange, and
click on Continue. I’m going to name it Oracle Pragnesh NES 1G.
This is in Ashburn, as you can see over here. I’m going to select my Compartment, and select Private
Virtual Circuit. I’m going to select my Dynamic Routing Gateway. Select my Bandwidth and select an IP
range and Address space. Alright, I am going to continue with this connection. Now what this is going to
do is create a FastConnect connection but it is not yet completed, and it is going to give, or generate, an
OCID. OCID is an identifier which will help us complete the order inside Cloud Exchange portal.
So, I’m going to copy this and move to Cloud Exchange portal. And now try to create my connection.
Alright, I will jump to Oracle Cloud over here, and I will select OCI FastConnect, Create Connection. Select
Americas, Ashburn, and I’m going to select my virtual device that I created earlier. I’m going to select
Ashburn, because that’s where the FastConnect is created.
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Alright, I can provide FastConnect virtual circuit name, and I can now paste the OCID. Now, we will make
it API call to Oracle, and then Oracle will validate this OCID and retrieve the speed associated with this
OCID. Select on next.
This is the review screen. Make sure everything is correct and then Submit your order. All right, so success, your order was submitted.
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Alright, let’s set up the BGP now. So, I’m going to find my FastConnect, and as you can see, the status has
changed from Pending Provider to Provisioning, which means our API call has been made, and Oracle has
received that API call, and is provisioning the FastConnect on their side.
In the meanwhile, let’s go ahead and set up the BGP. We have already entered this information. I’m going
to use this information and configure the BGP inside the connection that I just created.
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So, I’ll go back to Inventory, and select my connection, and then enter the BGP information. The Local
ASN should be the ASN that you selected. The Local IP address would be the customer BGP IP address.
The Remote ASN would be Oracle’s BGP ASN. And the Remote IP address would be the Oracle BGP IP
address. Please note, you don’t have to enter /30 over here. Okay, I’m going to accept this.
Now, what this is doing is pushing the configuration down to the virtual device, and once the configuration is pushed, it is going to start to establish the BGP session with Oracle’s DRG. All right, so let’s go
back inside the FastConnect and look up my FastConnect.
Alright, so now you saw provisioned to down. Down means that the BGP is down. Alright, which means
the provisioning process has completed and the BGP is being established as we speak. Alright, let me go
inside my virtual device, and inside my connection, and let’s see what is my BGP status. So, as you can
see the config has been provisioned and the BGP has been established. Which means the virtual devices
can now exchange routes with the OCI cloud.

Alright, let’s look at the status of BGP inside OCI console. Alright, there you go. The statics looks good
with the color green, and the BGP looks like is up, and the routes are getting exchanged.
That’s about it. Thank you for watching.
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